
APPENDIX B

The Enneagram Types Test

The statements on the following pages describe ways of behaving, attitudes,
feelings, or general observations. Using a scale from 0 to 6 indicate to what
degree any statement applies to you, and thus is "typical" of you. 0 =
completely disagree, 6 = completely agree, I through 5 = the various stages

between the two extremes. Before you mark your answer, consider the broad,
overarching patterns of your life. On the whole, does this statement fit me or
not?

Reflect quietly for a moment, but don't brood for a long time over
assigning one point more or less. The important thing is to register your
spontaneous reaction as to whether the statement is "typical" of you and your
life. There are no "right" or "wrong" answers. Please answer all the questions.

Even if a statement doesn't entirely apply to you, please check off the number
on the l-6 scale that seems the most appropriate to you.

Once you have answered all the questions, turn to the next
section and read the directions: "Evaluating lhe Test Results."



Please answer a[ ll5 questions, then bend back each page
on the dotted line and enter your numbers

iotzs4s6on the

Life ifbettergoes look theonyou sidepositive ofinstead

2. canI observe tense situationsemotionally while a soberkeeping
distance from it all. 0123456

iotz3456
3. I like to work within the framework of an institution.

i0123456
4. It's important to make an impression.

would like to be independent.

i0123456
5.

The
feel i0123456

6. most forimportant lsme thatthing the aroundpeople me

i0123456
7 meFor it's to theimportant soplan future, that knowI tswhat

8. Whcn someone needs I'mmy to allhelp, ready put tomy energy
0 21forwork him 43 5or her 6

9. passionatelyI want liveto withemotionally all sensesmy
irif 0'l 23456

10.

0123456
I have harda time withputting up whetherimperfections, ln

or tn others.

success play a large role in my life.I l.
0123456

Status and

t2.
01234s6

In love the most âreimportant things andfairbeing behaving

i0123456
I

l3 I can readily adjust to the demands of a new situation.

14. onI'm the side of marginal peopleSroups andoppressed discrim- 0 21 3inated 4 65WorldThird
15. Life is like a drama in which I'm both actor and spectator. 0123456
I6. theFor ofsake career tmmyadvancing toprepared neglect rny

or friends. 0123456
bothered by a bad conscience.17. I'm often

0123456
18. have the thatimpression the so-called "authorities" are rncompe- 0 1 2 43 65Ibut to take action them.
19.

i0123456ves.

likeI to let run theirthings course lots timesof problems just

i0123456
20. I have to know where I belong.
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Please answer atl ll5 questions, then bend back each page

on the dotted line and enter your numbers

2l
thetn lime-and beingotherfromattention people 54 6I 0 21 3enJoy gettrng

iotz3456I often suppress mY anger22.

I have the feeling that I can never io12345623. be completelY fulñlled'

inside others before they say it out io123456
I24.

loud
I often sense what's going on

usually do it with enthusiasm. l0 123456
I25.

rilhatever !'m doing, I

26.
orhim shareher'll letbeforewell 32 54 6knowto someone 10have veryI

life.vateln
It's important for me that i0 123456n always be "going on."something

t0 123456
I

It's easy for me to share.28.

connections with simPle images. iorzs4so29. I like to express comPlex

o12345630. by a nameless anxietYSometimes I feel overwhelmed

relationshiPs get too boring or 012345631.
I abandon them.

do nothing forWhen projects or

Even at games the most important 012345632. thing for me is winning.

I can become enthusiastic over new 012345633. and unusual ideas.

012345634. Many peoPle Pour their hearts out to me.

o12345635. behavior.I avoid divergent, attention-getting

iotz34s636. I am especiallY sensitive.

In contradictory cases both sides often srrike me as equally right. 
iO t Z g 4 S 637

io123456
I

sets me aPart fromthere's something about me that

When life gives me lemons, i0123456
I39. I make lemonade.

40.
paper, thatandondownideas projects 54 6't 0 21 3often don put goodmy

oftenln
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Please answer all ll5 questions, then bend back each page
on the dotted line and enter your numbers

myself than show my abilities.41.
0123456

I would rather disparage

0123456
42. intimacyfindI withcontact orpeoplemany even when t's nice)

stressful. ttAfterwards I need timesome to be alone and "tank
When one of
about it.

a problem, I speak to him or her 0123456
43. my friends has

personal relationships I'm too dramatic. i0123456
I

44. People complain that in

o123456
45. It's important to "sell" yourself.

I believe that other people
i0 123456

46. misunderstand my deepest feelings.

express my anger, and then, as far as I'm con-47.
0123456

I spontaneously

the case is closed.

't really feel quite "at home" anywhere. I

i0123456
I

48. Deep down I don

49. Life is competition. I

i0123456
I don't make a move until I've I

i0 123456
50. thought through all rhe possible

51. I like to call the shots. 0123456
52. I have the doto tn withtendency criticism andmyself depressing

0 21 43 5 6
53 Other sometimes it'speople hard tito wvesay meirh I'mbecause

0 21 3 4 65so

54.
01234s6

ISometimes ,m
a ofgripped amazementby feeling and gratitude

thefor ofmiracle life.
55. tm

concerned theaboutvery health, welfareandeducation, of
friends. 0123456

a hard time purting up with tension. iotzs4s6
56. I have

step outside of myself and judge myself. iotzs4s6
57 Sometimes I

i0123456
58 I feel whengood can "swim with thejust lnalong" thepeople

59 I don't have any problems saying no. 0123456
telephone, and I make a lot of calls.

i0123456
60. I like to use the
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Please answer all ll5 questions, then bend back each page
on the dotted line and enter your numbers

6t It makes no difference meto thewhen majority withdisagrees me. 0 1 2 3 4 65
I

i0 123456
I.

62. When I athink law makes no haI vesense, no aboutscruples
it.

iotzs4s6
63. Other people say I talk fast.

iotzs4s6
64. I like to negotiate and make deals.

65 knowI tohow motivate and wakenpeople their enthusiasm for
a cause. 0123456

66.

or

It's metoimportant to perfect abilitiesmy (whether academic, 0123456

iotzs4s6
67 I'm toprepared withput up ratherdisadvantages than sacrifice

standards.
68. Other people like to be in my company

o123456

i0 123456
69. ISometimes lost theget deails while(e.g. straightening uP),Iand notice that hours have

0123456
70. When someone to bepretends andhigh Ithenmighty andgo

take him adown
7t. T want the Iappearance betopresent butnatural, chic and stylish 0 1the 2 43 65
72. A lot of my conversations are about work.

o123456

0123456
73. likeI to lnothersengage verbal duels with wtandquick tty

0123456
74. Ihave a talent for organization.

75. I've always been especially concemed about justice.
0123456

everything has to have its place. iotzs4s6
76. In my house

77 timeAny ttsomething happens aremy oftenfeelings so"blocked,
that 0 1 2 43toseem 65thebehind event.

78. In my thoughts I often criticize myself.
0123456

79.

0123456
oftenI reverse decisionsmy aftershortly making becausethem,

thatnotice I want else.
I often feel muscular tension
and jaw). i0123456

80. (especially in my neck, shoulders,
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Please answer atl ll5 questions, then bend back each page
on the dotted line and enter your numbers

to browse in bookstores and libraries.8r.
iotz34s6

I like

0123456
82. In scenes oftenmy imagination take whereplace badsomething

my friends are
that I wouldn't

outdo myself
be able to. i0 123456

83. When tn Ineed, and todare ontake

i0 123456
84. needI own or leastatmy study own tocornermy wwithdra to,

when too much.
85. Others consider me athletic and attractive. 0123456

an eye for shaping and designing rooms.86. I have
0123456

a good atmosphere at work.87 I value having
i0 1 23456

I get

other 0123456
88. very concerned theover needs andpersonal ofproblems

0123456
89. singer,I have dreamed of aalways becoming painter, orpoet,

like

0123456
90. It's important to me to see things as objectively as possible.

0123456
91. I like to travel.

people consider me a workaholic. 0123456
92. Some

0123456
93. Helpfulness comes natural to me.

I have a large circle offriends. 0123456
94.

many differcnt fields of interest. 0123456
95 I have

Others often feel criticized by me. iotzs4s6
96.

iotzs4s6
97 It ts

to tome theseeimportant toandpicturebig therecognlze
and lnstructures ir.

be readily settled, I prefer to back off. i0123456
98. When a conflict can't

i01234s6me all
99. An canremark stickoften tnunfriendly likeskin anowanmy

out plans for the future so I'll forfeit as few of100.

i0123456the
I often hammer
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Please answer all 115 questions, then bend back each page
on the dotted line and enter your numbers

iotzs4s6
l0l. I.like to be alone.

102. I seldom take the initiative.
iorzs4s6

I often fight or argue just tô get a clear picture of the situation.
i0 123456

103.

Fairly often I treat myself to things that are
for me.

104. actually too expensive
i0123456

to disconnect, relax, and simply enjoy105 I find it hard
i0 123456

106. I'm often overcome by self-doubt. io12 3456
I

i0123456
When I have a to do, myI to

0123456
108. I forcompletely partnermy my my friends.

around in my daily routine.r09. no use for 0123456or loafing

I10. I try to avoid conflicts at all costs. 0123456
my relationships I'm more the hammer than the anvil.lll 0123456In

n2. oftenI'm surenot thewhether otheraffection have for mepeople
0 21 43 5 6ls iforslncere, melike m tontcebecause them.

I 13. IIf 'tdidn wwithdra now and afraidI'mevery then, I "losemight
10 32 54 6

I14. I like to express my feelings

i0123456
(in muslc, painting,

literature, etc.).
I t5. I'm often under time p¡essures.

i0123456
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ENNEAGRAM TYPES TEST 233

EVALUATING THE TEST

Four steps are needed to evaluate the Enneagram Types test.

l ' Ford each page back on the dotted rine so that the numbers 0-6 face thegrid of rittre boxes. Each question is supposed to reflect one (or more)Enneagram type(s), and the õonesponaing uoxes are white. Enter the ratingyou .gave each sratemenr_l-lh: 
"pp.opriate 

white box. roi 
"*ì.pr",question I reflects type sEvEN. r yoì've checked on r trere, enier a ¡ ¡nthe white box. N.B.: In the case ár u"*r edged in brack you have toreverce the number as follows:

I
012 3 4 5 6

6543210 1
Thus, if you checked off 0 as your original response, enter a 6, if youchecked off6, enter zero, etc.

2. Add up the numbers for each type to get your subtotal.

3' Now most of the work is done. Look in the norm tabre andfind out howmany stundard varues from 0 to 9 you get for tt e in¿¡ni¿uai 
-t-ypes 

withyour subtorar. Exampre: If you have 45þints in you*uu*"íior ,yp"THREE, check the norm tabie to see wåic'h standarã value 45 conespondsto for THREEs. 45 is in between 42 and47, which resurts in a standardvalue of 5.

4. Finally enter these søndard values into your. Enneagram profile.,,
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234 ENNEAGRAM TYPES TEST

INTERPRETING YOUR RESULTS

On the Enneagram prof,rle: Some people get below-average values with almost

all the types, because on principle they don't readily agree with certain

.tut"."nti and ways of behaving. Others, by contrast, will get above-average

values for most of the tYPes.

So it's a matter of comparison. Which type do I clearly sympathize more

with? Or, equally interesting: Which types do I assign very low ratings to?

There mighfbe qualities there that I lack and that could be important for me.

The standard value of 5 shows the average result obtained: Around 50% of all

people will end up with standard values of 4,5, or 6. standard values over 6 or

un¿et ¿ are correspondingly less frequent. Are you surprised or disappointed by

your test results, or did they confirm your assessment of yourself?

A test is always just one step in the process of getting to know oneself

bctter, by discovering, as in a minor, something new or different about oneself'

In this sense the Enneagram profile is not a conclusive "finding," but a

snapshot thât sheds light on how I rate myself at the moment'

A propos of self-assessmenu It might be quite informative to ask a spouse'

friend,ìr àcquaintance to fill out the test to ans\iler the question of how he or

she sees me,-what in his or her opinion is "typical" of me or "fits me"' Other

people often have a clearer view than we do of what is "typical" about us.

ôomparing assessments by ourselves and others might provide material for

some rich and valuable discussions.

None of us is simply one tyw.we have parts of all of them in us, even if
there are people whose attitudes and ways of behaving match almost irrfectly a

type aescriued by the Enneagram. The crucial thing is to discover what's
,typical" of me, tã learn to see my strengths and weaknesses' and thereby deal

better with myself and the world'
The EnnLagram Types Test is designed to be an aid - but above all an

encouragement to commit oneself further to the process of self-knowledge,

change, and maturitY.



ENNEAGRAM TYPESTEST

TABLE OF NORMS

Value ONE TWO THREE FOTJR F|VE StX SEVEN EtGHr N|NE

0 0-25 0-32 0-20 0-18 0-35 o-17 0-31 0-21 0-30
1 26-31 33-37 21 -26 19-25 36-41 18-24 32_36 ?2-27 s1 -36
2 32-37 38-43 27-31 26-s1 42-46 25-gO 37-41 28_33 g7_41

235

3 38-42 4448 32-36 32-38 47-51 31-37 42_46 g4-gs 42-47
4 43-48 49-53 37_41 39-44 52-56 3843 47-50 40-45 48-52
5 49-54 il-59 4247 45-s1 57-62 44-50 51-56 46-52 53_s8
6 55-60 60€5 48-52 52-58 63€7 51-57 57€1 s3-s8 59€3
7 61-66 66-71 53-s8 59-et 68-72 58€4 62-66 59_&Í at-68
8 67-72 72-76 59€3 65-71 73-77 65-70 67-71 65-71 69-74
I 73-90 7/-90 ô4-90 72-90 78-90 71-90 72-90 72-90 75-90
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236 ENNEAGRAM TYPES TEST

General Remarks on Test Results

It's not easy to say something enlightening about your test results. A test -especially a questionnaire constructed according to scientifrrc criteria like the
Enneagram Types Test'- registers and evaluates the individual features of a
person against the background ofquantitative, statistical data. That is why there
are average values, standa¡d values, etc.

But for this very reason the "objective" test results need a counterweight;
they have to be read and classified in a wholly "subjective" light. The decisive
factor in interpreting and understanding the test is correlating it to the person,
the unique individual, with his or her history and current life situation.

In clinical psychology, as a rule, 'þrsonality tests" are used only in com-
bination with conversations with the client and other information (for example,
current behavior). Anyone who has experience with tests knows that by itself a
test merely provides an inadequate impression of a person's problems, possibil-
ities, and qualities. But used together with other data the results of a test can be
enlightening and helpful, because, like a photo, it captures for an instant corre-
lations that are otherwise constantly moving and changing, and hence quite
confusing.

on the one hand, therefore, I would encourage you not to overvalue the
test. It's a snapshot. It doesn't cast you in bronze; it sheds light on a momen-
tary situation and how you yourself present yourself in it. you now have in
hand a "self-portrait" - ¿¡d you know from experience that pictures can be
blurry or "touched up," that we like the way we look in some pictures and not
in others.

on the other hand, I want to encourage you not to dismiss the results too
quickly, particularly if the test turned out differently from what you may have
expected. That might indicate that there are totally different aspects alive inside
you that you previously failed to notice. This might prompt you to ask others
what living with you is like. The test becomes significant only when it's con-
nection with other information.

Some observations that I have repeatedly made in evaluating personality
tests can perhaps be of help in better understanding your test results.

random sample. To satisfy strict empirical criteria this same procedure should be
followed for the English-language edition. Till then, howevei, the ETT, even in
this mercly translated version, is a valuable and informative practical tool.
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There are peopre who in response to armost every question in the Ennea-
gram Types Test check off 3, that is, the middle. There can be differcnt reasons
for this. often they are peopre who try ro be very thorough, who weigh every-
thing carefully and want, as far as possible, to avoid ..mistakes." with respelt
to themselves as weil, where their image is concerned, the way they present
themselves, they want to do everything "right." They have a trar¿ time ¿eciding
between "on the one hand" and "on the other." when they'd like to endorse a
statement, they immediately think of another situation in which they might act
altogether differentl y.

- Again, there are people to whom the opinion of those around them is very
important. on each question they reflect on what the others might think about
it. And then since one person wourd answer one way and another person
another, they "diplomatically" choose the middle ground.

There are certainly very different possibilities of interpretation. But the
crucial point is that - regardless what number we opt for - the way we
answer is also a part of our personality. It's embedded in us and reflects our
desires and fears, perhaps even our fear ofbeing pinned down to one type or of
somehow or other being "seen through."

In most cases this leads to no one type's getting especially high numbers,
but standard values under 2 are also ra¡e.

The test results are_valuable in that they reflect the qualities of our person_
ality precisely through the way we have responded to theìest questions.

In testing we also repeatedry observe consistentry high standard varues. on
the one hand therc are people who agree with almost every statement, at least at
first. They readily identify with all possible statements, sometimes evcn con-
tradictory ones, whether out ofinsecurity or because their personalities aren,t as
sharply defined as other people's. They have a hard time saying, ..That's 

me -and that's not me."
on the other hand, there also people who a¡e "stingy" with their test num-

bers. They seldom take the teap over the middle of theloint scale. The upshot
is that they get low standard values in all types, and diffãrences can,t be clearly
indicated.

The above remarks are, ofcourse, painted with a very broad and general
brush. I am merely pointing to basic tendencies that may influence the way a
person fills out the questionnaire.

Now to aspects more specifically Enneagram-related: The Enneagram
Types Test registers certain qualities that are ascribed to the Enneagram typ€s.

The types themselves are made up of combinations of these-qualities, so
that it's not surprising if, for example, a sIX also has high numbers under
point TWo, because both types are similar, insofar as they-are notably social
in their orientation - though for different motives.

_ Thus it can happen that your test shows equalry high numbers for types
that according to Enneagram theory actually have nothing to do with one
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238 ENNEAGRAM TYPES TEST

another, in other words, are neither "wings," "stress points," or "consolation
points."

Hence if you have high numbers for one type, you can be sure that many
things link you to the qualities and convictions of this type. But whether you
are this type is something that no test in the world can reveal, only your own
deep conviction and insight, if you have "recognized" yourself at one point or
other.

Studies of the Enneagram - and psychological research in general con-
firms this - show that only about half of all people tested can be clearly
assigned to one type.

There simply are people whom this system "fits," and others who always
end up "in between" the types. For example, they feel at home in type TWO,
FOUR, or SIX, depending upon what stage of life they're in or which people
they're living with.

Another important thing here is that you continue to ask questions - not
to learn once and for all what your type is, but to understand what your quali-
ties and peculiarities are. Only then will it be possible to discover your most
essential gifts and to avoid, at least every now and then, the "pitfalls" that you
usually stumble into.

What's important is not the/ormal classification in one type, but the ¡aå-
stantial conne,ction between oneself and the type.

To take another example, someone might get high numbers for both type
THREE and type EIGHT. This could be because this person identifies with
qualities described as "perseverance," "a sense of reality," and "com-
petitiveness." These are qualities that characterize both types. The results, then,
could be summed in the following statement: "Evidently I identify at the
moment with qualities that occur more frequently in types THREE and
EIGHT.''.

At this point it would be appropriate to read over the type descriptions (in
my opinion these a¡e the heart of all Enneagram books) once again and check if
you really feel "at home" in your type.

Because it might be that I am actually a ONE or a SIX, but my life situa-
tion just so happens to make heavy demands on me for "perseverance" and
"competitiveness." Or is it my wirå that is being expressed in these high num-
bers? Our identification with a type often has more to do with our internal and
external "models" than we want to admit. (Ihe observations made at the bcgin-
ning of this book about the "distribution" of the types confirms this
speculation.)

A further hint for understanding one's own Enneagram profile is to take a
look where you have only afew orno points. Often such "gaps" define our be-
havior more than the strongly developed sides. Perhaps this is exactly rvhere
my stress point or consolation point is, in other words something of paficular
importance for my own development.

i
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SELF.IMAGE AND OUTSIDE ASSESSMENT

our "self-assessment" is always subject to certain influences. Most people tend
to present themselves in the best possible light - even, and above all, to
themselves.

Furthermore we are not so willing to abandon an opinion once we've set-
tled on ir, and thus a NINE will try to look like a NiNE in his or her rest
results.

our anxieties and desires also have considerable influence on our percep-
tion, precisely when the subject is ourselves.

Just as the human eye has a "blind spot" in the middle of the retina, we can
also have an inconect perception ofour central qualities.

That is why an outside assessment is at times quite informative. others
can usually see us more objectively, or at least with more distance. The
"typical" features of a person often catch other people's attention more quickty
and clearly than the person in question.

This is in the nature ofthe business. Every ,'typecasting" 
requires a certain

distance, as I argued at some length in the section on typologies. Thus if I am
uncertain about my type, the assessment of another person who knows me well
can be a great help. Just the comparison itself between self-assessment and out-
side assessment can provide a lot of food for thought.

FIVEs, for example, have the gift of appearing cool, even when they,re
positively bursting inside with excitement. They don't do this consciously, and
so they're occasionally quite surprised that people around them don't notice
their feelings, when they themselves feel all churned up and at loose ends in
their inner core.

of course, different people will always have different perceptions, and the
key is not who's "right" or who has a better "fix" on tne òtnerþrson's type.
The important thing to remember is that experiences and perceptiàns contribute
to fashioning an accurate picture, which includes our.,shadows." It often be-
comes clear that we involuntarily present ourselves to the outside world much
differently from the way we feel inside.


